PhD Day September 13th, 2013

9.00  Welcome

9.10  Juliane Burmester, Can a visual context modulate online sentence processing similarly to a verbal context?

9.50  Antje Saugermann, Understanding of SVO and OVS sentences in 4-to-5-year old children

10.30  Frauke Berger, 2.5-year-olds’ consideration of presupposition: An eye-tracking experiment on the understanding of AUCH (‘too’) and NOCHMAL (‘once more’)

11.10  Sophia Döring, Another perspective on modal particles: What discourse relations tell us

11.50-12.40  Lunch break

12.40  Mira Grubic, New data from Ngamo (West Chadic)

12.50  Claudius Klose, Tense in Aymara

13.30  Elodie Winckel, Islands: Aristotle and Rembrandt are not guilty

13.40  Julia Bácskai-Atkári, More on Ellipsis in English Comparatives (and Elsewhere)

14.20 – 14.40  Coffee break

14.40  Jane Kühn, Prosodic focus and question marking in German-Turkish bilingual speech

15.20  Nele Salveste, Intonation in Estonian: effects of focus and word order

16.00  Bernadette Smolibocki, Annotation of information status and prosody of non-scripted monologues

16.10 – 16.30  Tea time

16.30  Laura Bos, Time reference from a neurolinguistic perspective

17.10  Pavel Logačev, Underspecification and parallel processing in attachment ambiguities

18.10  END

Venue: II.14.0.45 (Campus Golm, building 14, room 0.45)